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Abstract 

Becoming Surrey: Journey Through the Invisible City is an exploration of an 

urban environment, its point of view influenced by W.G. Sebald’s Austerlitz, further 

informed by the writings of Lewis Mumford’s The City in History and E.V. Walter’s 

Placeways that together provide theoretical perspectives to my Journey Through the City 

of Surrey, where the sense of Place is defined by unique historical legacies and topistic 

qualities. 

Becoming Surrey as a ‘Journey’ uses photographs and reflections to identify 

and confront the 'topistic reality' of 'modernity' evident in the built world of Surrey in order 

to describe and construct an atlas of ‘The Invisible City’. My intention is to answer 

Walter’s riddle of “What is this Place?” 1 

Becoming Surrey consists of two intersecting paths by which to understand 

Surrey as a Place. The written component uses selected historical references, 

conversations and experiences that occurred in the course of academic and artistic 

research. The photographs continue my artistic practice that relates to a tradition of 

street photography that explores the landscape and pathways in order to expand the 

spirit of the written narrative. The reader and viewer are invited to synthesize both word 

and image into a consciousness of the complexities of experiencing the City of Surrey as 

a Place, yet this word / image dialogue entertains topistic ambiguities that suggests 

neither is capable of standing by itself nor does it offer an immutable representation of 

the Invisible City. 

Keywords:  City of Surrey, British Columbia, Canada; Modernity; Street Photography; 
Topistic Reality; Sense of Place; Invisible City 
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Introduction  

As a journey of discovery, Becoming Surrey: Journey Through the Invisible 

City intends to tell its story by building an atlas of landscape, relationships and 

observations in an open-ended timeframe using both word and image. Each photograph 

is an idea, frozen in time that tries to speak for itself yet remains in conversation within a 

context of the written narrative. I have tried to avoid using quotes, academic terms and 

theoretical nomenclature, except when necessary and also attempted to stay within the 

scope of personal experience and reflection with only a few primary books for reference.  

In the course of inserting the photographs into the body of this Master Project, I 

quickly realized the futility of how singular images surrounded by text became isolated 

from other related images important to the narrative but excluded due to requirements of 

space and thesis structure. Perhaps this perceived obstruction was due to my years of 

experience with filmmaking, where images are forced into proximity of spatial and 

temporal context through ‘montage’ that enables a composite understanding comprised 

of fragmented reality that are assembled in the viewers’ imagination. In a recent visit to 

the Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia I was struck how a vast collection of great and 

diverse artworks were placed into ‘ensembles’ of dissimilar content but associated by a 

common visual language of form, colour, texture and thematic contrast and similarities. 

Although many paintings were familiar to me, even more were seen for the first time. 

Their sometimes paradoxical arrangements forced me to see the works in a refreshing 

new light, which was Barnes’ pedagogical and perhaps utopian intention. 

This recent epiphany motivated me to assemble each chapters’ photographs into 

groups that I hoped would similarly function as ‘ensembles’ to frame an association of 

images as in a ‘montage’ or sequences as in a kinetic filmic narrative that may seem 
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abstract in a singularity of image, but when seen together formulate a comprehensive 

mental picture of the broader visual narrative. Essentially this experiment anticipates a 

photographic exhibition in a gallery space where the viewer is able to observe a number 

of images all at once, or to move back and forth to confront spatial and temporal 

dynamics that are intended to construct a visual topistic atlas of the experience of 

Surrey. As each ‘ensemble’ represents a chapter of this Master Project, it is conceivable 

to ‘read’ it entirely through the viewpoint of photographs.  

I spent several times a week for six months exploring the roads, boundaries, 

farms and shoreline of Surrey looking for photographic evidence that evoked the spirit of 

this project. A map of these travels can be found in Figure 3 of Appendix A. The 

photographic ‘ensembles’ are located in Appendix B. 

In 2003 I participated in a photographic exhibition at Presentation House entitled 

Unfinished Business that displayed images of Vancouver captured in the years 1955 to 

1985 in the genre of 'street photography'. The show was an eclectic visual tapestry rich 

in nostalgia as well as an edgy exploration of modernity featuring over twenty different 

photo artists with such luminaries as Jack Dale, Christos Dikeakos, Fred Douglas, Fred 

Herzog, Jeff Wall, Ian Wallace and Paul Wong. Exhilarating, as this exhibit was I felt 

something missing, but was unable to define my unease. A catalogue and series of 

essays published two years later2 explored deeper into the dark corners of modernity yet 

I still felt much more needed to be said. 

 Little did I realize this GLS Master’s Project would lead me squarely back to the 

realm of Unfinished Business into the jungle of Modernity as a foundational undercurrent 

for my investigations. Efforts to define a workable definition led me to Marshall Berman 

who saw modernism “as any attempt by modern man and woman to become subjects as 

well as objects of modernization, to get a grip on the modern world and make 

themselves at home in it.”3 On reflection, Berman’s concept implies a fluid and ever-

changing pathway through a labyrinth of multi-layered perceptions of what appears to be 

reality. Plato’s ‘analogy of the cave’ becomes fused with a hall of mirrors in the virtual 
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funhouse of our era as we try and define our identity and purpose while hanging onto the 

economic bullet train by our fingertips. 

 Looking back on some of my own earlier photographic adventures revealed 

important threads of modernity that had never been acknowledged for their significance. 

In 1969 I spent a summer photographing and filming social and cultural dynamics among 

the Nuxalk people in Bella Coola. Soon after in Alert Bay I filmed Kwakiutl Potlatches 

that had survived the impacts of colonial repression. In 1973 I received a Canada 

Council Grant for a photographic study on the social implications of oil and gas 

exploration in the High Arctic. In 1975 I directed a film for the National Film Board that 

examined the changing conditions of Aboriginal salmon fishing on the Skeena River. 

1978 witnessed a tattoo ceremony in Samoa and fish roundup in Fiji, then more filming 

in 1979 with the Shipibo-Conibo people in the remote Amazon who were coping with 

missionaries and industry; and 1984 found me in China amongst the Yi people in the 

mountains of Yunnan who were confronting sudden pressures of modernization. Most 

recently I filmed David Suzuki who spoke of how profoundly human activity has affected 

the ecology of the planet. In all cases I witnessed expressions of alarm regarding the 

speed, complexity and shifting fabric of time and place affecting cultural identity and 

quality of life. In as much as I could understand common threads of cultural and 

economic conditions I had missed the big picture due to my lack of understanding of the 

chimera of modernity and multiplicity of perceptions required to absorb and express what 

constitutes a sense of Place in the Invisible City, a situation equivalent to the Riddle of 

the Sphinx.4 I needed to learn to ask the right question in order to find a suitable answer. 

During my studies in GLS I was particularly inspired by Professor Zaslove's 

course on the City that compelled me to revisit the idea of exploring urban landscapes 

through street photography as a way to visualize theories presented in class, but it was 

not practical for me to visit such classic urban centres as Berlin, Athens or Venice to 

savor their history as in the romantic tradition of writer in exile.  However, the choice of 

the City of Surrey as a subject for this study was a surprise to me and happened 

accidently out of a conversation with an old friend who had recently retired from his 
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career in land development. After a few minutes hearing of his exploits in Surrey, I 

realized the unique opportunity to observe the genesis of a city that was being 're-

imagined' from an established suburb, with both the flaws and attributes common to 

many metropolitan areas yet with conditions unique to local history and geographic 

region. Our conversation rekindled my memory of briefly working on a National Film 

Board project in the early 1970's entitled Some People Have to Suffer, which examined 

community action in a part of Surrey known as Bridgeview. Here was a chance to revisit 

and update my understanding of that city in transition. 

When I first started the writing component of this Master Project I had not yet 

considered elements of form, voice or language as the idea of Becoming Surrey was 

originally conceived as a photographic exploration with some sort of written companion 

piece. As the months rolled by filled with reading, conversations, driving, walking, 

photographing and finally writing, it became apparent how words and pictures occupied 

different parts of my brain and subsequently fought for their rightful place on the page. 

My search for inspiration to resolve this conflict led me to re-read Austerlitz by W.G. 

Sebald where I found a new appreciation for his rich narrative and intuitive choice of 

images that provided surprising insights, which helped me transcend my word/image 

conundrum. Several stylistic elements grabbed my attention. Sebald’s use of indirect 

speech provided a certain freedom to blend thoughts, point of view, conversations and 

voices of others into a seamless prose, which also allowed shifts in temporal and spatial 

perspectives. Another innovation positioned photographs as if they were other 

characters, each with a unique voice that sometimes spoke to the text and other times 

as ambiguous yet evocative pivot points imbedded amongst the compelling layers of his 

story of Austerlitz. After finishing his book and for no particular reason I was reminded of 

an insight from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland: “What is the use of a book without 

pictures and conversations”. Mixed together these forms enabled me to determine a 

stylistic vision for this Journey through the Invisible City. 

Two major themes emerge from reading the seminal works of E.V. Walter's 

Placeways and Lewis Mumford's The City in History that enable me to frame this 
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creative exploration of Surrey. Walter looks at the city as more than just a place to live. 

Rather, the city can be defined not strictly by physical attributes but by what he 

describes as  ’topistic reality’ which denotes a full range of meanings of ‘Place’ such as 

“sensory perceptions, moral judgments, passions, feelings, ideas and orientations…”5 A 

‘Place’ is nothing without human experience to give it expression and form. Walter 

deconstructs his term of 'topistic place’ as an existential space, where the fundamental 

question is ‘where do I belong?” He sees the home as a centre of existence, where its 

loss or exile from it manifests as crisis, alienation and tragedy.6 

Mumford provides an exhaustive historical analysis of how cities evolve over time 

and then proceeds to introduce the concept of 'The Invisible City' referring to a 

fundamental shift from bricks and mortar of human containers to de-materialized and 

'etherealized' institutions that influence this theoretical urban entity "far beyond the 

visible horizon"7 Italo Calvino expands this notion in his book Invisible Cities to a mythic 

level of imagined and archetypal cities that embody memory, desire, power, death and 

immortality.8  

By absorbing poetic inspiration from these authors as a formal point of view, I 

hope to reify 'The Invisible City' at least into some kind of discussable and observable 

form stitched together from images of the built world of Surrey as seen through the lens 

of Walter's ‘topistic’ thesis that defines how Place as those found amongst people, 

streets, alleyways, buildings, natural and manufactured landscapes manage to display 

impacts generated by human existence. Such evidentiary forms exist due to geography 

and opportunism of early settlement as well as orderly patterns conceived by architects 

and planners whose imaginings have been a cornerstone to the fabrication of that built 

world with both triumphant and unintended consequences. Yet there is no blame for any 

past errors, but rather recognition that we are a social species and force of nature, 

determined to establish order out of chaos as we make our Place in the world and in turn 

are molded by its consequences, all the while bemused by our self-awareness. 
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This Master’s Project Becoming Surrey intends to demonstrate whether 

photography can reveal, capture or illuminate the nature of these tangible but elusive 

forces that conspire to imagine the Invisible City. I will also attempt to answer the riddle 

posed by Walter: "What is this Place?"9 Of course, a few pictures cannot serve to reveal 

everything, so I must rely upon my journal of conversations and experiences that 

intersect with images collected during fieldwork in order to construct a more thorough 

document. After reading over two hundred and fifty books during the GLS program 

combined with many hours of discourse with my professors and cohort, I now hope to 

have sufficient tools to engage in some 'unfinished business'. 
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 “But which is the stone that supports the bridge?” Kublai Khan asks. 

 “The bridge is not supported by one stone or another,” Marco answers, 
 “but by the line of the arch that they form.” 

 Then Kublai Khan asks, “ Why do you speak to me of the stones? It is 
 only the arch that interests me.” 

  Polo answers: “Without stones there is no arch.”      

       (Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino) 
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  Chapter 1.

1.1. What is this Place? 

Perhaps there is a philosopher's path that leads to some Utopia and Celestial 

Citadel, or at least to discovery of an idea of a Place where life unfolds naturally like a 

flower in spring, or else to wander past the shades of things long past now frozen or not 

yet realized, over crossroads and vanishing points of coming, going, ruins and suburban 

sprawl. A veil of history with a few tangible remnants inspire questions of intrigue, 

hardship, ignorance and bravery hiding under layers of dust and glass for school 

children to write papers about what happened where, when and why. Cities have been 

organs of memory for our species, easily lost, changed or buried. Yet, Surrey would not 

be a Place were it not for people who came from all over the world to be nurtured by a 

resource rich landscape, rivers, ocean and dreams to make their mark for others to 

follow.  
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This Place was here long before human memory. The rich carpet of grass and 

trees once scoured by glacier and tectonic power grew rich and thick with organic bounty 

in a blink of geological time. Many footprints in the sand came and went as tides washed 

over evidence of travellers’ passage until one day in 1879, H.J. Brewer stood tall and 

pointed across a great river to a Place now called Surrey only because the man had a 

memory of another place called Surrey half a world away.10 His memories of a landscape 

of forests and bogs along with his desire for Place inspired a host of drifters, outcasts, 

gold seekers and homesteaders to come and share visions of hope, prosperity, 

independence and fulfilment. Yet ancient peoples already of this Place did not always 

share this dream nor even understood how the Place could ever change, for they had 

visions of the same but different Place they knew so well, preserved for thousands of 

years by cultural memory through stories, landscape and rituals that conjure familiar 

shadows in their minds' eye. For many, those noble dreams and visions would manifest 

as a nightmare of conquest and domination. 
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1.2. How do I see this Place?  

I am a photographer and filmmaker by profession with a broad portfolio of work in 

both Hollywood fantasy and National Film Board documentary traditions. I know 

intimately the craft of illusion yet remain humbled by mysteries of life. My compulsion to 

see the world through the camera lens invades the fabric of my being, demanding 

answers to inscrutable visions. Yet, how can we really see anything? “Seeing comes 

before words…” wrote John Berger, “It is seeing which establishes our place in the 

surrounding world; we explain that world with words.”11 However, this project is neither 

journalism, photo essay nor history lesson, but a journey with an optical eye intent on 

examining both the visible and ethereal manifestations of the city. Some images are 

clearly composited or manipulated using digital tools. Colour values, texture and 

scratches come and go due to personal whimsy dictated by re-experiencing the images 
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during editing. Both film, digital and even cell phone cameras were used as I tried to 

overcome my professional habits normally used to satisfy clients.  

Such an oblique mode of query need not be esoteric or complex, but must exist 

in one’s consciousness that emerges through some point of view formed by invisible 

threads of real and imagined times past and future. Often with more luck than skill, such 

fleeting moments can be recorded but often languish in daydreams or nightmares. Even 

the most subtle notional glimmers of meaning emerge in the course of walking down 

streets, often when one is thinking of nothing in particular, then confronted with a collage 

of emotional, compositional, luminous phantasms that are manifest through veils of 

perception and captured by some technological alchemy that are forged into a fragile 

image of relativity assumed to be concrete evidence of reality. As soon as one embarks 

upon the path of image making, one treads on the thinnest membrane of appearance 

and distortion that easily slides into fully formed manipulation and illusion.... do we 

expect this, tolerate it, ignore it or are subconsciously entrapped, even liberated? Or, is it 

just different, but how... different in feeling, or a nuanced shift of emphasis, tone or form 

that introduces variables, adds ambiguity, confusion or even clarity implied by light, 

shadow, interval and circles of confusion. It is easy to get immersed in aesthetics of the 

image or fetish of the photograph, but form that overwhelms content quickly loses 

meaning. So much of the mind-set of discovery has to do with ‘point of view’, 

‘perspective’ or ‘seeing through a lens of…’ all these photographic terms we use to 

somehow ‘frame’ what it is we want to understand. Pontius Pilot was neither the first nor 

last voice to consider: “What is Truth?” (John 18:37) 

 I recall the lessons learned while working on a film for the United Nations in 

China back in 1984, when I inadvertently became complicit in promoting their official 

view that demanded images to highlight fresh young faces of the New China, and I was 

to ignore an aging built world, soon to be demolished.12 
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This experience reminded me of the neo-Confucius Quotations from Chairman 

Mao, published for domestic and foreign distribution from 1964-1976 with over one 

billion copies. Mao’s Little Red Book, as it was known proposed to bury old ideas, old 

buildings, old people and old dreams, to clear the way for a bright future, 13 an insidious 

war on memory. The subsequent Cultural Revolution inspired by Mao's ideals launched 

a decade of instability and destruction that left an enduring traumatic legacy in the 

psyche of the nation. Those rulers that followed forged dynamic new directions but still 

could not escape Mao’s spectral gaze and invisible hand from above the gate to the 

Forbidden City. Subsequent events reveal an explosion of new cities where once there 

were none, traditional neighbourhoods of ancient towns razed for housing or factories, 

vast highway and rail networks to serve the masses of an emerging economic engine 

thriving in a global marketplace that transformed a nation of peasants into workers who 

now are no longer on the land.  

The socio/political/economic 'isms' of the world become fused into an intellectual 

construct that binds humankind together into an epic dysfunctional family in economic 

competition of want and need while often lacking compassion or responsibility for the 

profound effects of change upon the most vulnerable. The long shadow of these 

thoughts and events infuse every modern political effort to win hearts and minds, to 
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force, inspire or lead to a faster, better, quicker, more profitable destiny that will always 

escape perfection and become a memory of yesterday's dream or nightmare. Such a 

pattern of thinking reminds me of the Greek-rooted word of 'syllogism' where a 

systematic progression of thought can lead to a conclusion that may not be true, but 

appears to be credible due to the comfortable authority of logical thinking or social 

constructs. History makes fools of us all. 

To say 'I remember Surrey' lasts barely an instant, having never lived there and 

only passing through to other places. So as memory, it resides in the abstraction of all 

that has been read, observed and experienced in a small time frame, a very thin 

gossamer of perception. Yet to assemble a 'theory' about Surrey from such travels is 

informed by the Greek term 'theoria', which refers to achieving a world view, the root 

word of 'tourism'14 Like assembling many different jigsaw puzzles with too many pieces, 

some fit while many more cannot seem to find a common shape or colour, but there 

remains a shadow of the Big Picture that seems vaguely apparent and promising, but 

even then it transfigures before one can resolve it as the whole puzzle. Parts always will 

be missing. There can be no expectation to frame 'realities' as they remain as mere 

fragments of spatial and temporal patterns that haunt the material world with an 

assumption that things will make sense to the viewer. Some images appeal in the short 

term but fade in significance over time, while others previously rejected suddenly spring 

to life with clarity and insight. There seems to be no room for absolute choices, as ideas 

evolve and transform over time, as do our perceptions of what we think we know, 

creatively imagine or aspire to achieve. An unforgiving inertia of time shreds the singular 

image into a blur of kinematic sequences that try to defeat entropy by falling into clusters 

of similarities. Like Bunyan's hero in Pilgrims Progress, do we believe what we see or do 

we see what we believe?15 
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  Chapter 2.

 

I had not seen Jim for ten years or even thought of him for that matter, but we 

happened to both be travelling on a ferry to Bowen Island one rainy afternoon where he 

has lived for at least twenty-five years. Our children were of the same age and our wives 

sorority sisters at university, but social and career lives have a way of taking different 

paths. He had a successful vocation in real estate development business for government 

and large corporate clients, and I learned that he had just retired from his position of 

CEO at the Surrey City Development Corporation (SCDC). I was reminded of his 

passion for a vintage mahogany Chris Craft speedboat sitting at his summer cottage in 

Coeur de Lane, Idaho where he spent years doing a frame-up restoration crowned with 

fifteen coats of spar varnish. Such objects are one of those exotic possessions of 

admiration and envy that serve as a trophy for success. Our conversation drifted from 

his retirement dreams to the usual common ground of sports and family matters into his 
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recent professional activities that greatly contributed to what local press refer to as a 

transformational re-invention of the City of Surrey.  

Having lived in Vancouver for almost forty years, Surrey was not a destination for 

me, only a place to drive through on the way to the U.S. border. Part of this pattern of 

travel had to do with the fact that a traditional city centre, per se did not exist. In fact 

there were dozens of locations for shopping and commerce, surrounded by extensive 

residential subdivisions, industrial lands, parks and farmland all interconnected by a grid 

of hundreds of numbered streets and avenues lined with 'strip development' that service 

the automobile culture common to most North American cities. My own limited 

knowledge of the community dates back to the 1970's when I worked for the Greater 

Vancouver Regional District Planning Department (GVRD). Their flagship plan known as 

the Liveable Region Program16 had just been formalized to better manage the 

extraordinary growth of traffic gridlock, commuter populations, subdivisions and 

subsequent pressures on farmland and open space in the Lower Mainland. I recall a 

central concept referred to as the ‘Regional Town Centre’ where people would be 

encouraged to live and work in one area, surrounded by greenbelt or agricultural land 

connected by rapid transit to other Town Centres. As the Big Idea of the time for dealing 

with 'automobile culture' and suburban sprawl, said Jim, the Regional Town Centre was 

a concept derived from the European Village model sometimes referred to as the 

'Garden City' of planning that proved too idealistic for wholesale local application.  
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However, I noted a bigger challenge that was to overcome the tremendous impact 

from theories put forward by artist and urban planner Le Corbusier in his 1923 book 

Toward an Architecture, and later refined in his 1935 book The Radiant City where he 

expressed his visions for new urban forms based on technological efficiency, industrial 

purity and the liberating effects of the ubiquitous automobile. Unfortunately his ideas 

proved to have unintended consequences as evidenced by the destructive effects of 

suburban expansion in places like Brasilia and Los Angeles as vast road networks with 

legions of cars invited an avalanche of suburban sprawl surrounding islands of elegant 

structures, yet such modernist visions were embraced by architects, planners and 

politicians around the world with great enthusiasm.17  
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Louis Mumford lamented, "…mating utilitarian and financial image of the 

skyscraper city to the romantic image of the organic environment, Le Corbusier had, in 

fact produced a sterile hybrid."18 In a similar vein, noted urban theorist Jane Jacobs 

chided that "a city cannot be a work of Art, as art and life should not be confused. To 

mistake art for life is to create a stuffed dead specimen for display."19 Perhaps, said Jim, 

but I felt he did not agree, then he proceeded to explain how the rapid transit line 

completed in 1994 was crucial in establishing the City of Surrey as informed by the 

GVRD plan that supported Surrey’s aspirations to shed its suburban bedroom 

community status. Subsequent leaders decided to re-brand Surrey with a new image 

vital to building confidence and attracting the investment needed to build a dramatic and 

iconic presence. 

At this point, I confessed my confusion regarding what might be the full nature of 

Surrey's reinvention, or what in fact was the scope of its shortcomings. Certainly there 

was a clear need for better transportation and housing to serve a rapidly expanding 

population as well as a desire for policies to facilitate business development, all 
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deserving issues that required technical, economic and political solutions. The immense 

scale of work could easily provide long and challenging careers for thousands of people. 

However, solving such problems did not address the 'topistic riddle' of what kind of Place 

is Surrey? I also wondered, with his enthusiasm and dedication to work on such a 

Dream Project, why would a seasoned and successful professional resign from his 

prestigious well-paid position and choose early retirement yet continue to seek other 

similar work? 

The ferry was just coming into Snug Cove as Jim gathered his notes and stuffed 

them into his briefcase, so we agreed to continue our conversation over coffee sometime 

in the following week at a lovely cafe and bakery in West Vancouver known for its 

buttery fruit pies and other organic treats. 'The Future Lives Here', he said sipping his 

low fat latte' and quoting the phrase describing the new motto of Surrey that replaced the 

previous one of 'The City of Parks.' He was already halfway through his blueberry muffin. 

Our job was to assist or partner with developers to assemble, flip, or own properties 

outright, anything to get the job done, Jim said, and he was proud to say they did it and 

made good money for the city in the process.  

I paused to consider what downtown Surrey could eventually look like due to 

Surrey Council's pro-development agenda. Yaletown rather than Downtown, said Jim 

referring to an area of Vancouver re-purposed from warehouses to become offices, 

condos, stores and restaurants. But these conditions are quite different in Surrey as 

there are virtually no existing structures to rebuild, meaning everything would be 

purpose-built from ground up with larger buildings of thirty or forty stories for offices and 

residences in the central area with shops at street level and building heights declining 

toward the surrounding existing single-family homes. There is a lock on a three-block 

area around Surrey Centre for further high-rise development that eventually will expand 

to a ten-block radius; in a few years you will not recognize the place, until then it will look 

like hell, he said.  
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Jim then suggested I talk to his friend Michael, an architect in Bing Thom's firm 

whose team created a magnificent library and office tower containing a huge atrium with 

the awe inspiring qualities of a cathedral that blended into an existing but antiquated 

shopping mall that is now renovated and considered by many as a pivotal centrepiece of 

Surrey Central City. 

 

Build it and they did not come, Michael quipped. You would think that by 

constructing the Skytrain from Vancouver would have inspired business to invest in 

developments around a new transportation hub built to service a population of half a 

million and still growing with one thousand people per month. Instead, people used the 

train to go to work, clubbing or shopping in Metrotown, Commercial Drive and downtown 

Vancouver. But Surrey essentially remained a departure point rather than becoming a 

destination. I then recalled how early plans for Surrey intended a link from Vancouver to 

Guilford Mall which was initially dedicated as a 'town centre' since it was an already 

successful shopping area with hotel, conference centre and movie theaters.  
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However, land was much cheaper in Whalley around the old Surrey Centre mall, 

continued Michael and proceeded to describe how former MLA Bob Williams purchased 

the aging shopping mall at a good price and used his influence to make deals with ICBC 

and SFU as long-term tenants, nicely located next to the new Skytrain. So by 2003 the 

City of Surrey began to look like something. A large number of new townhouses and 

condo towers have now been built and Mayor Watts made a brilliant move to relocate 

City Hall from South Surrey to a new purpose-built structure at Surrey Centre. Then the 

City commissioned the spectacular library, all of which demonstrated a great boost of 

confidence directed toward the business and investment community. So there we have 

it, Michael continued, a spectacular new focal point and framework to make great city. 

Surrey Central City now includes government, shopping, a university, recreation centre, 

playing fields and the fabulous green space of Holland Park, condo towers and single 

family homes strategically located close to state-of-the-art transit. Construction crews 

are now breaking ground for a hotel and business centre right across the mall, said 
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Michael and then there is the Mayor's idea for Innovation Blvd. with a new medical 

technology company right next to the Surrey Hospital complex. So many had hoped to 

change the face of Surrey and failed, but due to luck, timing or perhaps courage and an 

ability to dream what was possible have all contributed to today's development success. 

 

It is not easy building a new city on top of an existing one said Jim in a telephone 

conversation. I managed to catch him between meetings on his new project in the False 

Creek area of Vancouver which has become known as an urban redevelopment success 

story made possible by large plots of industrial lands and rail yards formerly occupied by 

C.P. Rail with new construction made possible by large scale re-zoning and off-shore 

financing. However, said Jim much of Surrey is already built up and fragmented, so it 

takes forever to assemble properties from numerous reluctant owners, then to try and 

convince a developer about the great deal he will get as long as he works with the City 

and conform to their plans for re-zoning so it all works as a package, exciting stuff! 
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 I reminded Jim that he was supposed to be retired but he went on to describe 

another pet project he had initiated for an industrial park located near the U.S. border 

that would become a new hub in South Surrey for the transhipment of goods. The next 

big challenge said Jim, would be to attract enough business density that would sign long 

term leases for office space which would be required to trigger bank financing and then 

give Surrey Centre an actual architectural framework for businesses that demand large 

numbers of salaried office workers. Such development would eventually support the full 

urban experience of bars, restaurants, clubs, theatres, and high-end stores needed to 

make the place a more attractive destination. Its all about market confidence, perhaps 

that will be my next project, Jim said. But he needed to get back to his meeting and 
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suggested I phone Surrey Planning Department where someone might provide current 

perspective on actual municipal plans.  

I had never taken the Skytrain from downtown Vancouver to Surrey before and 

found myself riveted to the window as we drifted away from Vancouver’s built-up 

downtown core over miles of old and new neighbourhoods, streets, shopping malls, then 

new high-rise developments around Burnaby's Metrotown that has now become a 

mature 'town centre'. The old brick buildings of historic New Westminster soon gave way 

to a slender thread of concrete and steel spanning the Fraser River where we glided 

over an industrial landscape of roads, rail, parking lots, dock yards, auto wreckers and 

eventually residential cul-de-sacs.  

 

The Skytrain then climbed a hill to reveal a cluster of tall buildings, broad four-

lane boulevard, playing fields and finally Surrey Central City with its striking singularity. I 

was directed to planner Preet Heer in her office on the third floor of the new Surrey City 

Hall, a glorious light filled building with six story atrium and vast interior plaza right 

outside council chambers with its wall of tinted glass doors that all open to allow for use 

as public forum. Most remarkable was how the design concept allows council chambers 
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to double as a theatre performance space. Standing nearby the information desk was 

Max, retired from the armed forces and resident from down the street was visiting the 

new City Hall for the first time just to look around. I think the Mayor is doing a great job, 

he said, just as long as they clean up the human trash along with the old buildings, 

wouldn’t mind running for mayor myself someday. The elevator door opened so I wished 

Max good luck, although I did want to converse further.  

 

The challenge, Preet said is to move Surrey from suburban to urban and 

essentially restructure an existing built world in a way that makes it a better place. She 

pulled out the book Retro-Fitting Suburbia that on further examination provided 

schematics for the next Big Idea to cope with the rupture and decay resulting from the 
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last century of now discredited urban/suburban planning and shopping mall development 

schemes prevalent throughout North America. Surrey has a whole range of development 

patterns as a legacy of many attempts to better serve community needs, some more 

successful than others, Preet said. About a third of the city is park, green space or 

agricultural land and our policies have tried to preserve rivers and stream networks.20 

We have inherited a broad industrial sector along the Fraser River that needs to be 

serviced and enhanced and some aging residential areas are in need of upgrading.  

 
 

Scott Road, for example functions as the boundary with Delta on one side and 

Surrey on the other illustrates how different by-laws create slightly different density and 

texture of buildings with signs in several languages, sizes and locations advertising a 

diverse range of goods and services from independent merchants, almost like a 

suburban bazaar as opposed to chain stores in traditional shopping malls. Moreover, 

there were industrial zones being utilized for both retail as well as warehouse space 

Preet continued, sometimes with the addition of a banquet hall, such unstructured areas 
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adapt well to the large gatherings and celebrations found in the South Asian community. 

Due to high rents in an area known as 'Little India' at the south end of Vancouver's Main 

Street, most businesses have now migrated to Surrey into these warehouse zones. 

Surrey council just recently decided to modify zoning regulations to accommodate these 

kinds of community based practices. Imposing change is complicated and decisions 

should not be arbitrary so as to challenge neither established nor innovative ways of 

thinking said Preet, but this council is committed to engaging every level of government, 

business and the public to do their part in supporting our new direction, since all we can 

really do is supply effective leadership. Almost as an afterthought, Preet commented 

how one must realize the practicalities of economics and nuances of politics that often 

trump the best intentions of planning.  

 

After these discussions with Jim, Michael and Preet whatever preconceptions I 

may have had were challenged by learning about the scope and variety of work being 
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done by public and private entities intent on creating the future. It would appear that 

Surrey is at the forefront of innovative urban design thinking with a dedicated staff and 

political will intent on rapidly achieving noble political and economic goals. As I absorbed 

these official viewpoints with much useful information that had the unexpected effect of 

expanding the scope of my project, however I felt no closer to defining the spirit of the 

Place. I recalled the words of Calvino that struck a cord for its wisdom, where 

“falsehoods are not in words but in things.”21  

My challenge was to imagine the nature of this Invisible City in whatever ethereal 

phantasms of it that may exist in the labyrinth of a built world and its mercurial 

appearances in order to answer the topistic riddle of What is this Place?5 
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  Chapter 3.

 

 

There are signs everywhere... phases of he moon, falling leaves, bird songs of 

spring... these messages from nature are part of a conversation with our Place. There 

are also 'writings on the wall' that foreshadow fate, destiny or an apocalypse... Stop, Go, 

Yield, Best Buy, Winners, No Exit... these too are messages about our Place and affect 

paths we choose to follow that are both concrete yet elusive and are a fragmented atlas 

of unrecorded experiences. Driving east on the Trans Canada Highway, a sign points an 

arrow towards Hope and another to Surrey with five exits from which to choose. Mist 

envelops the strands of wire and other engineering marvels requiring a leap of faith that 

suspend ten lanes of traffic that flow effortlessly, high above the Fraser River, its glacier 

fed waters travelling unimpeded from Mount Robson to the Salish Sea. In its shadow, 

fifty years older and once the longest arch bridge in Canada but with only four lanes, 
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undergoes ignominious dismemberment that two years of perilous labour will dissolve 

into distant memories of endless traffic jams. Yet there is another bridge, testament to a  

 

by-gone era of construction; the 1937 Pattullo represents a rare steel-trussed-through-

arch bridge perhaps soon replaced to suit needs, budgets and whims of modernity since 

traffic is terribly slow. Monster trucks sometimes tandem, full of cement, steel beams, 

machine parts and lumber, with no room for error as each vehicle spans the width of 

painted lines while motorists pass within inches of death and destruction. Far below 

along the muddy edges of the Fraser are remnants of Port Browning, a once thriving 

community and destination for ferryboats and steamships that connected farmers, 

travellers and goods to and from the Queen City of New Westminster and the rest of the 

world. 
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There are other beginnings, too. Zero Avenue is the borderline of order and 

chaos where numbered streets and avenues radiate over the landscape away from the 

unfortified International Boundary of 1846 that defined the limit of American 

expansionism, and where the long tradition of smuggling survives alongside weekend 

shopping and duty free. Port Elgin was the first customs house and pioneer village to 

greet gold seekers, homesteaders or adventurers following their dreams. Beyond this 

outpost near Mud Bay, the scant Semiahmoo wagon trail wound its way through the 

dense forests of Cedar, Fir, Spruce, Maple and Alder that were both barrier and asset to 
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isolated pockets of habitation.22 Now Heritage Signs that mark these threads of human 

flux and flow embrace shadows of memories that portend the Invisible City.  

 

Nestled amongst housing developments, roadways and patches of trees, the 

historic Stewart farm survives creeping subdivisions to tell a story that defines its Place... 

though it is now haunted by phantoms of nostalgia. In 1894, the style was Queen Ann 

with Victorian gingerbread accents and a wrap around porch built with wood, hand sawn. 

With two sons, wife, three nephews and a Chinese cook named Jim, the Patriarch 

Stewart carved their collective destiny from marsh to arable land for grain and hay by 

diking the Nicomekl River.23 The lace-curtain parts briefly to my knock, the door opens to 

reveal Melissa, an ethereal and fine boned lass in long calico dress with frills and apron 

carefully tied in a bow. She is trained as interpreter of history.  
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On the polished mahogany table, bone china with rose accents, tea set and silver 

flatware announce a longing for Scotland, Montreal and urban life not yet here. The 

black and chrome Monarch stove crackles with life that still heats the house, now 

deprived of plumbing and electric lights to suit its aura. The smell of fresh baking in the 

form of freshly cooked pie sits on the counter, one piece is missing and satisfied 

someone's taste of memory... apples from the orchard she says, I could not resist. 

Carefully appointed, each room expresses time-honoured values of pioneer life with 

each lush detail, fabric and decor. Please, no photography she says. Then Melissa 

speaks of joys, hardships and changing times all carefully researched, preserved and 

scripted. We drift down a spiral staircase, each tread well worn by residents, now 

disembodied. Two formal photographs in large oval frames with curved glass lurk in 

shadows of the hallway, tastefully done in sepia so to honour their place in history. Each 

pair of eyes transfixed upon a point just out of reach, perhaps looking to some future. On 

a small table below, a photographic album lies open to more images of someone's dead 

relatives standing by a man in top hat sitting proud on a one horse shay, a medical bag 

placed by his side. Another image reveals a harvest scene, a group of men with rakes 
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and scythes lean against a steam-thrashing machine. Next, one that depicts a family in 

Sunday best, sitting in a formal dining room, one dresses very much like Melissa.  

Outside a stiff breeze blew over Mud Bay animating trees and leaves; several 

boats at anchor strained at their mooring. A bounty of fish, crab, clams and oysters once 

supported aboriginal and homesteader until pollution and industrial overfishing forced 

such enterprise into a hobby for seasonal recreational sport. 

 

Nearby, the Semiahmoo First Nation of less than fifty band members inhabit a 

narrow strip of woodland between railroad, freeway, U.S. border and urban sprawl. Four 

thousand years of habitation revealed from shell middens, stone tools and tribal lore that 

infuse this Place with intangible power and mutual immanence yet confounded by the 

urban complexity, mechanized farming, highways and industrial parks that are cleaving 

wilderness from remoulded and densely occupied landscapes. These are corrosive 

forces that undermine identity and purpose that transform presence on the land that 

redefines Place. A decommissioned Catholic Church nestled in a cluster of trees serves 

as a reminder of paternalistic history still sending shock waves through peoples' lives. I 

tried and failed to make contact with the Semiahmoo Band through email, telephone and 

several visits in hope of learning about their experience of Place or even to understand 
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how much is sanctuary with power to heal, provide refuge or secure isolation. Modernity 

threatens to make exiles of us all. 

 

A dense enclave of summer cottages and mini-estates crowd the shores of 

Crescent Beach with panoramic views of the Salish Sea. A stiff south-westerly whips up 

cobalt waters with dancing horses of froth and spray that reach up to meet a lowering 

sky shrouding distant islands. The wedding party works quickly to stage family groups, 

the photographer gestures this way or that while the bride stands stoically in white, a 

beacon to guide wayward souls...or siren to lure the unsuspecting onto unseen shoals. 

An older couple pass by and pause to remember their blessed day while their dog 

follows its nose amongst those well dressed and posed. A cold weather squall sends 

sheets of rain and hail instead of rice as a final celebration of blissful matrimony to 

launch the new union upon unknown seas.  

Serpentine River spills into Mud Bay after winding its way from headwaters in 

nearly primordial forests of Tynehead Park past malls, subdivisions and farmland, in 

flood or shallow life's blood of nature sometimes tamed that wanders past wild and 

cultivated lands, some covered with acres of greenhouses for an artificial summer. Over 
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the last 25 years there has been a volunteer effort to rebuild four species of salmon, long 

gone from their natural Place, but now available for catch and release in barb-less fun. 

Often too shallow for transport, settlers chose the Nicomekl River to access farms and 

freshly cut trees as far up as Cloverdale until roads and railway carved their way through 

newly settled lands. Above these placid waters, acres of blueberries with new shoots 

anticipate pollination as a rite of spring. Henryk knows his bees, for ten years since 

retirement from a life in construction; he has served many farms in the valley with his 

stable of honeybees with 300 hives and millions of winged partners in an industry where 

nature can no longer do all the work. On another farm, a string of aged Sikh, men and 

women work their way on bended knee, down the furrows pulling weeds and trimming 

blossoms to nurture a productive harvest. The sun is strong, there are no trees.  
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  Chapter 4.

The highway named in honour of King George VI was an early connecting link 

from the US border through Surrey to New Westminster joining ‘The King’s Way’ to 

Vancouver's Main Street, but no longer the main street. Our British colonial past as 

recorded in names engraved on maps, charts and surveyors notes, tries to keep alive a 

legacy of historical authority to establish their new Place of reincarnation, collective 

memory and paths of migration. 

 
 

 A striking image of a tall man wearing an orange turban standing on a Victoria 

bound ferry observation deck, his loose clothing flapping in the wind reminded me of 

stories of Sikh migration that began when soldiers who returned from celebration of 

Queen Victoria's 1897 Diamond Jubilee in London passed through British Columbia en 

route home to the Punjab of British East India. Inspired by opportunities of a resource 
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rich, unpopulated, familiar yet alien land, this flow of eager migrants would endeavour to 

discover their Place. Tall and strong and used to hardship, Sikhs were popular and 

willing workers in forests and fields, and for some this legacy continues while others 

succeed as entrepreneurs in transportation, construction, lumber, politics, medicine, 

academia and more. Yet large houses amidst vast fields of cultivated land define their 

Place for traditional family life of several generations whose labours and profits combine 

to build a future together, the same but different Place from the old country. Those that 

came from India or Pakistan many years ago, in a sense have become culturally frozen 

as they reflect values of that earlier time. But the old country has undergone enormous 

change in the last fifty years, so that new immigrants from the same area would 

represent a whole new set of values, that would then be distinct from what they would 

find in Surrey today. However, traditions of Sikh faith continue to preserve the tenet of 

'service' as a state of being in the world. For some, there are still family farms in the 

Punjab, but as land-holding traditions continually divide farms from grandfather to father 

to son and grandson, yet those small plots are no longer economically viable. An age-old 

pattern of displacement and migration inspire new beginnings in new lands.24 

 

 

I happened to step into a taxi based in the Newton area of Surrey and in the 

course of the long drive to our home from the airport there was ample time for 

conversations with the young Sikh driver who related a story about finding his new wife 

via the Internet. Apparently, after several years of correspondence, sharing of pictures 

and intimate details of their lives and aspirations, he in Canada and she in the Punjab of 

India, they became good and trusting friends, which eventually led to the mutual decision 
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for marriage, even though they had yet to meet in person. On informing his family of 

matrimonial desire, his parents immediately flew from Vancouver to Amritsar in Punjab 

to meet the relations of the intended bride. Discussions went well, for after a few days 

permission to marry was granted by consensus of all parties, so then the young taxi 

driver flew to meet his bride-to-be for the first time. Husband and wife with a one-year-

old child now live in Surrey with hearts and minds in worlds near and far, old and new.  

 

Overcoming years of legislated racism in Canada, this vibrant Sikh community 

celebrates origins of their Khalsa in 1699, memorialized in the Vaisakhi Festival as over 

200,000 people spill along 128th Street of Surrey with dance, colour and tradition. Men 

baptized as Singh, with and without beards proudly dress in turbans with Kirpans on 

display belying their multiplicity of adherence to tradition. Women in flowing colourful 

saris push baby carriages or meander with girlfriends while carrying on conversations in 

English, Punjabi and Hindi. Kiosks line the street providing free food, drinks and treats to 

everyone. Doors of a Khalsa Temple open wide to streams of men and women who 

come and go in separate carpeted rooms for prayer, taking care to remove shoes and 

wash before entering, while outside trumpets, drums and cymbals fill the air with catchy 
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tunes of an oriental flavour. Smiles are everywhere. There are no politicians waving flags 

for Queen or Country, but there is a brace of Canadian Forces trucks with howitzer in 

tow that seek new recruits. Giant transport rigs festooned with balloons, ribbons and 

bows rumble amidst the cacophony of celebration. An ornate temple-like display 

transports high-ranking leaders of the Faith as loud speakers spread words of wisdom. 

Another truck dressed in pink urges an end to violence against women. There is no 

boundary between crowd and parade, only an ebb and flow of humanity moving as an 

incoming tide...fluidly blending, swirling and filling any void. The community itself is on 

full display and likes what it sees. Soon the flow of traffic returns to the streets and 

avenues of Newton, a place much like any other with farms, schools, residential cul-de-

sacs, parking lots and busy shopping malls. 
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  Chapter 5.

 

It was the lone oak tree nestled in a hedgerow of cedars that caused me to pull 

over to investigate the Royal Oak planted in 1937 as a symbolic connection to Mother 

England and image of strength for her pioneer settlers. On the other side of the hedge I 

discovered the cemetery of Christ Church Anglican that overlooks Clover Valley, it was 

built in 1884, first church in Surrey and a confident witness to life and death many times 

over as inscriptions on gravestones silently whisper their history to an audience of 

nearby housing developments. A rather quaint structure built in Gothic Revival style it 

still holds regular services for a congregation of about eighty people. A group of school 
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children gather around a newly installed butterfly garden amongst the gravestones to 

release their science project sent forth to find their place in nature.  

While walking around the church I noted a cornerstone inscribed and dedicated 

by the International Order of Freemasons. This well-known service club once was 

comprised of stonemasons who shrouded their mathematical skills in mysticism and 

occult ceremonies to insure their economic value and independence, since they were 

engaged by the rich and powerful to construct temples, churches and castles. Every 

year a small group still gathers to commemorate this church cornerstone. Some 

controversy still lingers regarding the secretive Masonic movement, often alluding to 

conspiracies involving shadowy men with vast wealth and power suspected of controlling 

the world. The very same King George VI who dedicated those Royal Oaks served as a 

Royal Arch Mason and First Principal and was quoted as saying "The world today does 

require spiritual and moral regeneration. I have no doubt, after many years as a member 

of our Order, that Freemasonry can play a most important part in this vital need."25 How 

these events may have guided the local history of Surrey remains unknown, as the loci 

of power and authority have long since moved into hands of those much less noble but 

no less inspired.  
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At another time and place, the flow of traffic suddenly stops as flashing lights of 

red and blue escort six prancing Clydesdale horses adorned in leather, silver and jewels 

towing an old hay wagon. These flesh and blood engines of toil parade in a day of 

memory for Queen Victoria's birthday past the original City Hall of Surrey that now hosts 

an archive to preserve its glory days of real or imagined history and the minutia of 

peoples' lives. I overhear Ernie and Frank, who both grew up in Cloverdale, but Ernie left 

in his teens, this was his first time back and glad he left this dusty little rodeo town. Frank 

saw it differently, though now retired from the fire department, he expressed pride and 

satisfaction in how the town has grown and changed over the years, some for the good 

and others, not so much.  
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The Clova Cinema had been a fixture since it opened in 1947, but no longer 

shows movies due to the costs of a new and expensive digital system. Instead, the 

building has been sold and will be transformed into a church while keeping its art deco 

style, but must say good-bye to two aging film projectors named Ethel and Mable, one 

will go to a museum the other sold for scrap. After the parade I took a moment to look 

inside the projection booth and found Ethel lying on the floor in pieces. Looking through 

the porthole revealed a fully lit stage with six foot cross, peppered with light bulbs and 

several electric guitars carefully arranged as if sacred relics promising enlightenment. 

The Clova would still be a theater; only the illusions would be different. 
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 Frank then points to an old storefront that used to be a hotel known for 

prostitution and gambling. A nearby antique store has everything on sale; its owner 

bemoans changing times, demographics and big box stores. Crowds collect on both 

sides of Main Street, reserving prime viewing spots with chairs and blankets to savour 

the passing parade. 

A warm-up band plays country music while crowds gather; several take to the 

street to dance the two-step. Soon the clatter of high-stepping ponies and cowgirls in 

pink hats announce the Rodeo with banners and big smiles that lead a throng of 

cheerleaders, clowns, marching Buddhists with white gloves, Shriners on small scooters 

and Knights of Columbus cloaked in mystery, each offering tantalizing appearance of 

diversity. The distinctive roll of snare drum and wailing pipes set the pace emblazoned 

with tartans of Black Watch and clans from distant Highlands. Young women clad in red 

and black, pearl buttons sewn in shapes of whale, eagle and bear strike skin drums in 

rhythmic heartbeats. The Rodeo Queen surveys her kingdom from atop a straw throne 
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on a flat deck truck, her stoic poise and studied wave of her slender wrist inspire 

cameras to flash and young men to stare. Soon a long line of old cars driven with pride 

that speaks to affairs of unrequited love with mechanical things. As the last floats rumble 

by with local and federal politicians and other trucks advertising full tire service and pest 

control, Main Street resumes its place between hair salons, antique stores, coffee shops 

and lingering memories, the final audience for an empty street. 
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  Chapter 6.

No longer the ‘City of Parks’, yet Surrey still has parks for Industry, parks for 

Cars, parks for Business. The aging community of Bridgeview still has to suffer 

indignities of disregard as it resists the urban machine's intention to expand like a 

primordial amoeba, changing size, shape and complexity, able to absorb or eliminate 

everything in its path. The Brownsville Pub and Trailer Park is an unofficial trustee of this 

historic place, now nestled under the new Skytrain bridge. Surrounded by industrial 

lands, heavy machines, ships and empty spaces, an eclectic array of urban survivors 

cling to shreds of habitation under constant threat of progress and forgotten dreams. 

You never know who might come by; the caretaker takes another draw from his 

cigarette, like that low-life peeping tom the other day. George has been here since '99, 

some older residents remain but every home has wheels. 

 

Down one of the side roads, a little house buried in brambles, surrounded by a 

fence, broken cars and an ancient tree anointed with human skulls, dead birds and 

bones, a place no child could possibly approach on Halloween night but in daylight they 

are revealed as whimsy.  A lone pedestrian crosses the road and carries a red gas can 
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while smoking a cigarette. Old houses with peeling paint alongside their industrial hosts 

try to blend like chameleons into a landscape of gritty commerce. Recently a politician in 

campaign oratory offered to build a Ferris Wheel to provide some fun for people in 

Bridgeview. Down an alleyway behind a fenced compound full of cast-offs from the 

industrial age, a jumble of twisted metal, outmoded machines and old cars await their 

recycling fate. Like inmates on death row, their showroom glamour eaten away by too 

many miles, rust and neglect, yet there are stories to be told of family life on the farm or 

open highway, navigating suburbia or the ignominy of abandonment and obsolescence 

in a vacant lot. One that stands out calling for freedom, dignity and aristocratic immunity, 

claiming innocence of all automotive transgressions is the once proud 1924 Singer 

Sunbeam, favoured by modest English gentry that tries to shine through mud, grime with 

clouded chrome and basic black. Its last years of freedom spent under bales of hay 

where barn mice made nests in its fine coachwork and leather. 

 

Across the street, the executioner flexes its hydraulic jaws with no one to write an 

epitaph. The new Surrey Bypass highway redirects noisy trucks from the residential grid 

but adds further isolation to houses looking for a neighbourhood where a pedestrian 
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overpass makes a safe crossing possible for a lady and her dog, whose house nearby 

uses old cars as lawn ornaments. Light is falling with misty rain.  A Volkswagen Beetle 

drives down to the dead end and turns around. The driver's door opens but no one gets 

out. Now there are two men leaning on the car, soon one walks away, but car and driver 

remain for a while then are gone. There is a park across railway tracks, down by the 

Fraser River defined by a concrete wall inscribed with local history, dates and map of 

what used to be the thriving town of Port Browning. Walking along the shoreline reveals 

old tires, bits of cable, bedsprings and what is left of a refrigerator, all layered and 

subsumed as relics discarded into landfill, but never thrown away...there is no away. The 

muck and marsh of low tide exudes odours of life and death of both man and machine. 

Remains of pilings and timbers outline the sepulchral ferry dock that was once the link 

for trade and travellers. On driftwood logs above the high tide line, three people sit 

around a smouldering fire, huddled against evening mist without proper clothes or 

shelter 

 

A small promontory juts out into the river piled with rocks and broken concrete 

crowned with a thicket of brambles, ivy and vine maple where a small memorial shrine 

with artificial flowers regards the passing river with vacant eyes of a graven image of a 

South Asian man, faded by time and weather, its inscription still legible. A lit votive 
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candle flickers in the evening breeze. Someone more than cares for this Place and 

anoints a loved one as an eternal sentinel. Like the Ganges or 'land of five rivers' 

etymology of Punjab, all rivers should be sacred. Life giving water made from 

uncountable raindrops recycled from the beginning of time now flickers with lights from 

urbanity across the way. Music from the pub mingles with traffic and sirens, the slow 

throb of a tug boat chases slack tide while it pulls its barge of sawdust from a million 

trees to somewhere across the sea.  

 

Farther down on River Road an old house perilously rests on cribbing 

surrounded by mounds of broken trees, topsoil and hardpan recently scoured by 

excavators, soon to be surrounded by fifteen new homes with commanding views of a 

four-lane highway, container port and saw mill. Rob Siverston had not seen the 

neighbourhood for twenty-five years. Now retired and living up North he has returned like 

the salmon to its origins and relates growing up just next-door and took music lessons 

from Mrs. Dahl who used to live in that 1904 vintage house, miraculously saved due to 

Surrey's heritage rules yet irritating to the developer Harmond Singh, who sees such well 

meaning efforts as folly, however his son will be doing the renovation. Across the street, 

now filled with industry, Rob used to play on sand dunes and swim in the river where his 

dad moored their fishing boat, he said. Rob's old neighbour Gregory watches the 
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construction all around his aging stucco home and knows its fate, and dreams of 

somewhere else, like Saltspring Island to start again if only he were young. Just down 

the road was the first cannery on the Fraser River in 1870, but torn down in the late 

'50's. It is all different now, not much of the old Norwegian community remains, but just 

across the highway in what is left of Gunderson’s Slough, the Dahl name is still legible 

on a painted board, a flag of resistance and not surrender on an aging fishing shack that 

was once someone's castle. 

 

I no longer consult a map but turn on impulse for the sake of random discovery, 

as there is no goal other than the voyage and perverse joy of getting lost. (See Maps in 

Appendix 3). A veil of trees lifts to reveal hundreds of acres of freshly cleared land 

proudly announced by banners for a new industrial park. I had stumbled upon Jim’s pet 

project for the SCDC that will offer vast capacity for trucking and storage, perhaps a 

place for manufacturing one day. Nearby an existing development exhibits broad grass-

lined parkways and decorative shrubs that accent entranceways of smoked glass and 

cement arches, warehousing goods waiting a destination. Large fenced loading bays 

and legions of tractor-trailer rigs now dormant but soon to travel to lands near and far. 

Occasionally a car passes by but not one person found walking as there is no place to 

go. 
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Travelling up 192nd street leads me past row upon row of dwellings, forsaken by 

trees, as far as the eye can see. A school traffic monitor steps out with a stop sign as 

groups of children and a few parents cross the busy roadway.  

 

Looking left and right are yet more homes, side by side identical but for the cars 

parked in front. One is having a garage sale where a small crowd assembles to examine 

items on tables and sidewalk edge. Suddenly it is winter, its white coat dresses the 

landscape with purity and tradition as children build snowmen and families pull them 

never fast enough on sleds. Once again in traffic I decide to turn onto 72nd Avenue, 

which leads me to the Newton Centre, complete with Wave Pool, movie theatres and 

village-like atmosphere of shops where pedestrians meander about in family groups, 

baby carriages, seniors and teens with friends. 
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While stopped at Tim Horton's for coffee I struck up a conversation with Paul who 

works as a road-building contractor in Surrey. He was happy with his career that seemed 

to provide endless opportunities for work. Many two-lane roads are enlarged into four in 

order to allow more corridors for traffic and reduce congestion on major arterials. The 

original designations for rural 'super-blocks' made distances too long for pedestrian 

traffic so they are now carved up to more standard city block size which also allows 

more street frontage for housing, smaller lots and greater density, all needed for the 

expanding populations and unfortunately more cars. Paul admits to some difficulties with 

property owners who absorb unused road right-of-ways for gardens and work sheds. 

Business has recently become more competitive with non-union workers and imported 

labour vying for the same contracts but with much lower bids, Paul said. All he can do is 

stand behind his work history of quality and reliability, then hope for fair dealings. 
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  Chapter 7.

On another day I found myself at a road’s end looking South, high above the 

Serpentine and Nicomekl flood plain surrounded by lush trees, elegant homes on large 

and often gated properties. As I walked towards a now empty lot with For Sale sign and 

crumbling remnants of granite stonework that struck my interest, a tall well built man 

emerged from a nearby thicket and approached, firmly asking my business in the area. I 

did my best to describe my enterprise as carefully as possible so he must have thought 

me harmless. He introduced himself as Robert and normally worked for the Delta fire 

department but on off-duty days as security patrol around Newton. We stood by the 

roadside for over two hours talking, during which time he illuminated his views on many 

aspects of Surrey’s unfortunate reputation for crime as he had also spent ten years on 

the police force.  

 

Rob had just chased away several people from a barn on the empty lot who were 

suspected of breaking into a mansion nearby, then he proceeded to describe aspects of 

the ebb and flow of displaced, drifters, gangsters and parolees that circulate about 

Surrey, often living with five or six others in houses rented as a holding pattern for further 
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real estate development. That they abuse the place or even burn it down is just fine 

continued Rob, as the owner would collect the insurance, while city by-laws tolerate 

multiple non-related residents, so a dysfunctional pattern of activity continues, yet a 

pattern important to those who have no Place, I mused. He claims over 400 homeless 

that seem invisible to promises and policies by politicians. In the course of our 

discussion Rob became quite animated when suddenly a black weighted truncheon fell 

out of his sleeve onto the ground, he picked it up and continued with a summation that 

crime is just business that does not conform to societal rules and regulations. It struck 

me how thin a line between civility and chaos and saw Rob with different eyes as he 

gestured his arm with its hidden club toward the sleek BMW passing by. 

 

 For the young bucks looking for adventure, profit, glory with no sense of 

community or loyalties outside their own appetites, being surrounded by obvious 

material wealth with no patience or skills to provide gratification for their desire are 

trouble. Their bad choices are just a thought away from disaster inflamed by media, peer 

pressure in an era of infinite possibilities that for the most part are an intangible fog that 

hovers around shopping malls, car lots and expensive homes. All reality is viewed as an 

appearance of wealth, popularity and success. The construction boom going on in 

Whalley for Surrey Central City continued Rob, displaces the underclass and pushes 
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them further to the fringes, without providing any way for their inclusion. People move to 

Surrey because it is affordable, no other reason. As to the ‘business’ that underlies 

numerous mansions being built, Rob suspects that success is achieved at any cost, in 

any fashion, damn the minor details of being fined for transgression of bylaws because 

the checkbook rules, while opportunistic owners live offshore. That kind of wealth cannot 

come from a regular job. Not too long ago, just up the street was a gangland shoot-out 

with one guy killed right on the front lawn of a mansion, and the shooter got away, 

though I think I know who did it, said Rob. Last year was bad; bodies turned up all over 

Surrey, mostly due to a drug dealing turf war, usually its just business with a hired gun 

but occasionally its personal like this last one up the street. Eventually they will all kill 

each other and there will be no more crime problem. In all due respect to the Mayor, she 

may be a visionary but in the big picture, she and her political friends are behind the 

wave and cannot possibly keep up to the level of complexity in today's world. At this 

point Rob's walkie-talkie squawked to life and required his attention, so our conversation 

ended.  

 

I wandered down to the old barn to examine Rob's neighbourhood underworld 

that revealed broken furniture, some old clothes, empty soup cans and a variety of 

magazines promoting hot rods and weightlifting smelling of mould and urine. Nearby, 
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overgrown with vines was a tennis court, its high fence cut in several places with a 

remnant of a net still in place, while in another corner a once expensive and popular 

Mercedes 450 SLC with Euro headlights lurked partially visible under a rotting tarp with 

several dismantled engines scattered about. Visible through a line of trees was the 

foundation of what was once a large house next to a circular driveway now broken up by 

some large machine as if testament of an abandoned destructive mission to eliminate all 

evidence, dreams and memory of what once was that now no longer matters.  

 

While driving further down the road I notice a heavy set male wearing a hoodie 

and backpack, leap a high fence into someone’s back yard. Just an instant... a flash as 

traffic pushed on oblivious or impotent to whatever events would happens next, a 

backward glance hoped for a sign announcing video surveillance or passing police car. 

Now down on the valley floor empty of trees that make way for fallow and 

cultivated fields with country roads unencumbered by traffic I pause to examine a small 

roadside memorial constructed with garlands of plastic flowers, photographs and 

memorabilia to honour a loved one. Tall grasses and weeds reach out to claim costume 

jewellery and spent candles, a hand written note almost lost to rain and insects. A short 

walk to the other side of the road reveals two more gestures of loss attached to a 
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farmer's fence, one is emblazoned with a crucifix adorned with fresh flowers layered 

upon generations of faded blossoms now blending with brambles, like a crown of thorns 

to consecrate the land that needs no church or place of worship to become hallowed 

ground. Nevertheless, one wonders, why here in this isolated gulag and not joined with 

other historic markers for community honour, or are these tragic remnants too big and 

imminent for a common grave and must remain at the scene of the crime as public 

memory of private loss. However, I remind myself of what makes a Place is love, loss 

and memory that somehow fills the void and is recorded in the atlas of Surrey in blood. 
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  Chapter 8.

I now drive more thoughtfully via the King George, its descriptive moniker now 

changed from highway to boulevard in order to reflect a new political purpose of re-

branding a road with another choice of words, in hopes of a different reality. Its 

etymology stems from the French and refers to a road built upon a destroyed rampart. 

However this term became infamous through the rebuilding of Paris in the mid 

nineteenth century due to the political imperatives of Napoleon lll and policies of 

Georges Haussmann who believed that such roads were a cities’ ‘circulatory system’. 

His vision eliminated slums and vestiges of the medieval city for the sake of strategic 

control, new business and urban life to populate wide and treed streets of Paris, the Arc 

de Triomphe at the end of the Boulevard de Champs Elisees remains as a sentinel to his 

work.  Half a century later Le Corbusier would decide to embrace those audacious plans 

into his own aesthetic that fused pragmatism and ideals of urban development into the 

dualities of  “Architecture or Revolution”26 Urban design and planning through the lens of 

architecture would become social engineering. 
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The suburban horizontal world rolls by and slowly reveals emerging fragments of 

the Invisible City. On the right, nestled in a grove of trees is the Surrey Art Gallery and 

Performance centre. Traffic slows to view the swirl of construction activity around Surrey 

Hospital complex and Centre for Innovation. On the left looms a dark smoked glass 

building of Revenue Canada, an early example of government decentralization to move 

jobs from downtown Vancouver to emerging Town Centres, now eerily quiet as there is 

no longer public access to this or any other taxation centre. All business is done ‘on line.’ 

Finally the elevated crown jewel of Surrey Central City appears over the horizon, 

its parking lots full of cars for expectant shoppers at Best Buy, Winners, Future Shop 

and more, but there are no crowds or crush of people walking around to fill empty side 

streets, as there is no reason to go there. I move about the nearby roads and alleyways 

in shadows of old buildings and expectant empty lots with For Sale and Development 

signs that promise, like the Phoenix that will rise from the ashes to become 39 floors of 

human stories. 
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 A demolition machine works its way through the rubble of what was once a 

church, chewing large chunks of brick and wood, spitting them onto piles under the 

vacant gaze of a towering condo. Standing there examining the rubble reminded me of 

the ancient ruins of Chichen Itsa in Mexico except for the fact that beneath El Castillo 

was yet another ruin from an earlier temple, and perhaps even more to be unearthed like 

a set of Russian nesting dolls, yet here now is only a hole in the ground with no tangible 

memory of a once sacred place, or simply another piece of prime real estate. Across the 

road, a developer’s preview centre offers a glimpse of things to come. 
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Nearby a portable flashing sign announces that City Hall is Open for Business.  A 

few blocks further along is the 'strip' where some social housing serves its clientele with 

basic accommodation that is a source of sporadic flows of walkers and bicycle traffic 

who seem to be all quite busy here in the dark underbelly of Surrey, where addicts and 

prostitutes, welfare and marginalized spend their life and times. The neighbourhood has 

it all: check cashing, drug and liquor stores, coffee shop and bank, pawnshop, church, 

community kitchen and Dollar store, something for everyone. On the traffic median in a 

busy intersection a man sits wrapped in a blanket holding out a coffee cup to drivers as 

they pass by. A woman crosses four lanes of traffic and deposits several bills into the 

cup, and speaks words of comfort that are lost in traffic sounds. 

 

Back on King George Boulevard I spoke to Lucy, an elderly woman who walked 

with a crutch, now living in Surrey the last two years, cheaper than Vancouver and a 

bigger apartment for the price. She likes it here and can walk to stores for her modest 

needs. Just stay away from the Strip, said Lucy where there are dangerous people. 

Further on was Rod sitting on a fallen tree in a vacant lot near a no loitering sign not far 

from the strip. He lives on welfare, receives his methadone drink every week and 

inhabits a house shared with eight other people.  
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Born in Surrey, now mid forties Rod recalls his former life in a house with a 

woman in common law for 20 years. Then things fell apart when she ran off with another 

man, lost the home in the court case, now financially busted with a broken heart. 

Skytrain was a great idea, Rob said because it allows a one-connection trip to the 

Downtown Eastside for drug supply, but right now, there is nowhere else to go... no 

anchor, no purpose, no future... not so much homeless but Placeless, just an endless 

now that is more nightmare than dream. A tree on the edge of a parking lot, not yet in 

bloom has become another roadside memorial, where personal effects like shoes and 

wallet still with pictures are stuffed into nooks and crannies, a stiff breeze animates little 

windmills and coloured paper that mark the spot of another victim of circumstance. Two 

blocks away at the community Police station plans are made to be tough on crime.  
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There are those who will not stand by as government tries to manage social 

problems. Bill Koonar is a third generation Sikh who works as a lawyer and businessman 

in Newton, his grandfather came to Canada in 1906 from the Punjab with the first wave 

of immigrants and started the family lumber business. Bill now manages the privately 

funded non-profit Welcome Home Society, whose founder John Volken was recently 

recognized for his charity work by the Dalai Lama. It provides non-denominational 

shelter, therapy and work opportunities for anyone interested to re-enter a productive 

life. People get lost said Bill, and need structure, support and inspiration to find 

themselves and build enough confidence to function better in society. Changing 

someone's life is a complicated process that requires patience of police, politicians and 

public. We like to think that racial diversity, the rich, aged, poor and criminal are 

somehow a community because they can co-exist in the same city, but this cannot 

happen unless there is social cohesion among everyone, achieving that is the real 

challenge, but admits that sometimes you cannot save people from themselves. Outside 

in the lot next-door earthmovers break ground for a sixteen-room residence to better 

house current and future clients. 
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  Chapter 9.

I take a leisurely walk through City Hall plaza, the new Library and City Centre 

buildings to try to imagine the full vision of Surrey Central City that might emerge over 

the next fifty years. Approaching SFU entrance across the plaza, I pass half a dozen 

people who ask for spare change, two of whom are in wheel chairs. There is a police car 

parked next to the Skytrain station, nearby a sign indicates video surveillance. Inside the 

mall food fair area is quite busy as are various stores where goods on sale are piled on 

tables for better visibility. 

 

 Several older Sikh men sit quietly amongst the flow of shoppers and baby 

carriages. A small group dressed in aboriginal button blankets some with carved masks 

chant and play a steady beat on skin drums painted with stylized figures of eagle and 

raven. They settle nearby unfolding a banner protesting the Northern Gateway pipeline, 

while one of their group circulates around tables talking to patrons and asking for 
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signatures on a petition. After about ten minutes, four RCMP officers and two mall 

security men surround the group and after a short discussion, escort them away. I move 

up an escalator and walk around the multi-story atrium that connects the mall and food 

court to the university complex. Suspended overhead is a huge conical structure 

fabricated with logs arranged to have the appearance of an inverted church spire. 

Looking over the edge of the walkway revealed a volume of space and design elements 

that implied an inside view of a structure reminiscent of a giant whale that had swallowed 

an entire city.  People below seem so small and insignificant in such large space; the 

architecture of the building inspires a sense of awe, even the sublime. 
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Outside the police are still talking to the protesters as I proceed to take a scenic 

route around the entire building complex to fully appreciate the neighbourhood. The 

backside of the mall structure looms up with grey concrete slabs and an auto parkade 

that reminds me of battlements for some medieval walled city built to preserve the auras 

of temporal and spiritual power, surrounded by a moat of roads and traffic. The green 

expanse of Holland Park serves as a 'commons' and allows a wide vista over to King 

George Station currently the end of the Skytrain line, where new construction cranes 

signal another container for people, advertised as a New Urban Community.  

 

Beyond the perimeter of this classic Citadel is a matrix of race, cultures and occupations 

that dwell in surrounding lands. The suburb has been banished for them, at least in 

name, for now they are a city. In the heat of summer Holland Park overflows with tents, 

music, dancing and food that celebrate forty different countries in Fusion Festival, 

sponsored by Surrey City and two dozen other corporate entities. This effort to celebrate 

cultural diversity speaks many voices that reach out to the passing parade of curious 

families ready for entertainment and distraction. Two characters with heavy make-up 

reminiscent of a Chinese Opera walk around on stilts, a juggler balances a chair on beer 

bottles twirling a giant pot on top of an umbrella, marshal arts students go through their 

routines while Aboriginal Cree in full feather and elk bone rattles dance to a steady drum 

across from a stage where a troupe of African dancers chant and sing cultural hip hop. 
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Food kiosks fill the air with smells of exotic places while others sell memories and 

visions of distant homelands. A small crowd gathers to watch some volunteer about to 

have a turban tied by two bearded Sikhs who proceed to wrap yards of coloured fabric in 

an intricate weave of cultural identity. Nearby, children emerge from a tent as painted 

animals. On a stage next door a dozen young girls dance and twirl in pink tutus as proud 

parents gasp at every misstep. Another tent shares historical stories of Surrey as actors 

dramatize characters and events for children of all ages. A series of signs list the 

attributes of Surrey that reach out to engage anyone in a partnership to help imagine its 

future.  

 

Outside the circle of tents and festivities a woman sits making balloon animals 

whose prolific number threatens to hide her entirely. It is not easy being disabled and still 

need to work, she said. I used to be a civil servant, a real career making good money, 

and then I hurt my back and had to quit because I was in too much pain. I’ve lived here 

in Surrey for thirteen years, but it is harder for me to get around now. I had hoped for a 

better life, but there is no place for people like me, too young to retire and too sick and 

old to get a real job, so I get by as best I can. There seems to be plenty of money around 
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if you fit into some category made by politicians, but not for the rest of us. There is no 

tent for invisible people. 
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  Chapter 10.

While walking back toward City Hall I recalled many sights, sounds and recent 

conversations regarding the complexities of change as one confronts the inertia, habits 

and embodiment of a built world. To construct the Invisible City requires tools of 

imagination, will power, commonality of purpose and vast resources, but such visions 

are fraught with the perils of mortal minds with utopian dreams, economic ideologies and 

transitory careers. Just recently, the Mayor of Surrey announced her retirement and 

newspapers quoted her legacy: "We wanted to build a city where you could raise your 

family and improve your quality of life. The safety of the public has to be first and 

foremost. It is not just about building buildings; it is about building a community. What we 

collectively created was an unstoppable force, a movement into the future."27 

 One can never know the full implications of hyperbole that surrounds political 

discourse. For example, Mao’s Little Red Book speaks in a similar vein. “The world is 

progressing, the future is bright and no one can change this general trend of history. We 

should carry on constant propaganda among the people on the facts of world progress 

and the bright future ahead so that they will build their confidence in victory”.28 

Considering the legacies of mercurial political priorities, I needed to decode the 

Mayor’s rhetorical words and transpose them in to a more tangible form, so began my 

search through a midden of information buried in official and unofficial sites on the Web, 

thanks to Google for tools of modern exploration into an uncharted data jungle where the 

watched can watch the watchers.  

What I discovered reminded me of aspects of Plato's Republic, with its 

philosopher king, abstractions of forms, logic and high ideals. The governing Surrey First 
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slate was elected to City Council with large majority of popular vote, but what is unique is 

that the Mayor is also president and CEO of the Surrey First Society, an entity that is not 

a political party. Its membership consists of a block of elected city councillors and forty of 

their friends and relatives, so not anyone can join. Such a structure is similar to a 

corporate business model for efficiency, like-minded ideology and unified executive 

authority. They have proven to be very effective to date in precipitating change, however 

a former member notes they are increasingly unresponsive to ideas from outside of their 

tight knit group. Unlike Plato's Republic, there are regular elections that offer potential for 

change. 

  Mayor Watts has been credited with authoring a vital foundation for building the 

new City of Surrey. In her role as a CEO together with Surrey Board of Trade have a 

tradition of inviting high profile guests to inspire the local business community, among 

them were such luminaries as Tony Blair, T. Boon Pickens, Bill Clinton and George W. 
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Bush, however there was no record anywhere as to what was said by any of these 

notable guests. The public press did record a noisy demonstration outside a Surrey 

conference centre, supported by Amnesty International that demanded George W. Bush 

be arrested for human rights' violations resulting from policies made while serving as 

President, yet local authorities took no action. As for Bill Clinton, his Presidential legacy 

of trade policies continued a tradition inspired by Richard Nixon that encouraged the 

flight of manufacturing to centres of cheap labour to fan the flames of competition and 

market expansion on a global scale. The U.S. economy’s future was expected to rely 

upon high technology, business management and service industries, which would drive 

a healthy consumer marketplace for cheaper goods manufactured off shore. The 

consequences of these policies have indeed caused change by moving vast 

manufacturing capacity to areas of cheap labour, low taxes and fewer regulations. 

Trans-national corporations and shareholders benefitted, but hundred of thousands of 

domestic jobs disappeared, shrinking the U. S. middle class. The response from my 

query to the Surrey Mayor's office regarding the contents of their speeches stated that 

meetings were not recorded nor were there any hard copies provided.29 A long search on 

the Internet finally produced fragments of the proceedings, attributed to Surrey Now 

blog. Speaker fees were found to be $300,000, not including security costs. The relevant 

essence of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush's presentation emphasized the importance 

of law and order, free markets, innovation, open competition and may the best country 

win at the game of economic expansion. Judging by the pedigree and past performance 

of both presenters and their practice of 'shock and awe' in matters of economic, political 

and military policy, the take-away message for the Surrey business community could 

well be to promote unfettered market activity with little concern for any social contract, 

which is regarded as an expensive luxury. Such ideas are encapsulated by the mythic 

American Dream that is exported to the world with religious conviction, an ethos that 

serves as code for ideological free market economic and American cultural influence. 
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 Perhaps the secretive wisdom presented by these two retired power brokers 

was simply to affirm a dream world that they imagined, believed in and perpetuated 

while in positions of leadership. As I looked at the smiling images of Bush, Clinton and 

Watts on my computer I was reminded of a phrase coined by Gabriel Marquez regarding 

the 'conspiracy of smiles' that rule the world.30 I began to understand the motivations of 

Mayor Watts and Jim's retirement that signalled a move to new challenges and 

opportunities, perhaps feeling they had accomplished some or all of their personal, 

political, economic and social missions, and could now enjoy the accolades and spoils of 

their conquest. Now to step aside from leading the charge, yet linger long enough to 

inspire the next wave of eager visionaries with hope and expectation they would carry on 

building The Invisible City according to the Big Dream. In the case of the Mayor, she is 

moving onto federal politics. As for Jim, one can only hope he has time to enjoy his boat 

and grand children. But as Joseph Conrad observed in Nigger of the Narcissus,31 the 

essence of any dream is to be captured by the Incredible: that mysterious, tantalizing 

mirage in the creative unconsciousness of our species that drives us forward into 

uncharted seas.  
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Certainly the role of being a leader and innovator carries great responsibility, 

however the hubris of being a celebrated author of change carries with it a corollary 

condition of fear of being left behind or the realization of a futile or doomed purpose. 

These are accepted conditions for the worlds modern and profitable businesses such as 

Apple, Sony or Toyota. Behind such success are policies of planned obsolescence and 

sacrifice, where ideas and objects like Betamax video players, computers, cars or 

political platforms will invariably be buried and replaced with the idea of something 

advertised as the next must- have thing. To have anything but the latest version is an 

admission of failure to innovate, one of a growing list of cardinal sins in the constructs of 

governance and economic policy. Such principles are also applied to human capital who 

become surplus, abandoned and submerged in waves of transformation unleashed by 

the stampede for market growth, innovation and creative thinking, all in the name of 

progress by legions of faceless people with hands on levers of power and resources 

looking for quick solutions with higher profits and fresh ideas possessed by a younger 

generation of workers under pressure to believe in the necessity of expanding the 

economy. Those left behind often wonder at the source of their failure, often taken 

personally. It soon becomes evident how corporations or governments absorb the 

identity of its creators and become a machine that functioning with sheer inertia and 

technocratic efficiency, with an assumed agreement of purpose. In many cases, ‘them’ 

are ‘us’, as dynamics of profits, success and fame breed complicity. These are some of 

the ‘ethereal forces’ Mumford considered as he imagined The Invisible City. 

Unfortunately not everyone knows the rules, has the capacity, technology or even 

inclination to be a part of this global community of dynamic entities, liberated from 

material constraints to function in an ethereal bubble of theory and forms, all funded by 

vast resources dedicated to imagine and build an Invisible City where everyone must 

live, like it or not. Yet fundamental human sensibilities of love and caring are lost in the 

maelstrom of well-intentioned bureaucracy and assumed progress. Just the other day 

B.C. Social Services announced on-line access only for Social Welfare applications. Sun 

Newspaper reported a homeless person who wished to remind government workers they 

had neither computer equipment, skills nor Internet connections.32 
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 So to consider Surrey’s mission statement 'The Future Lives Here', there is an 

implied benefit from the Big Dream, perhaps authored by a Big Dreamer to eventually 

lead to something better than today, but one must be careful what to wish for. Whatever 

is the Future will be made by the most powerful of the myriad of dreamers, with infinite 

layers of dreams both noble and corrupt that contribute what they can to what they 

imagine the dream to be, with no guarantee of results. Perhaps voices from the past 

such as the haunting legacies of Confucian, Greek or Shakespearian premonitions might 

infuse our perceptions of reality with cautionary tales and touchstones of wisdom.  

Outside City Hall, overlooking the vast plaza, Skytrain and Marriott Hotel 

construction site, empty except for two people who sat drinking coffee while in casual 

conversation made me think of a classic amphitheatre where the next act of some epic 

tragedy or comedy of errors that is about to begin. 
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Conclusion 

Having spent the past year asking the question 'What is this place?' I have found 

no clear answer other than the importance of persistence in asking such a question 

while confronting the variations of modernity, social policies and human need with the 

imperative of defining and affirming Place. It is not within the scope of this essay to 

recommend what amenities Surrey should have nor what policies that do or do not work. 

However, I must reflect upon the pathos of those whose lives are rooted in Surrey due to 

work, family, health and memory of generations of those who lived and died with fulfilled 

or failed dreams, all of which conspire to anchor the human spirit to Place. The web of all 

of these things and more define why or how we decide to live anywhere at all. This Place 

is whatever we make it to be, our own kind of hell or utopia that each can choose to 

challenge, accept or withdraw in angst or apathy, whether poised in the seat of power or 

lurking in the shadows. Declining voter turnout that plagues most elections of our era 

displays a disturbing trend for citizens’ fatigue regarding the political process and 

complexities of modernity imbedded in their drive to address some problems of living 

that do not seem to ever get solved. For such things one can only stand by as witness to 

Plato’s shadow on the cave wall, but even such indulgence can only be momentary as 

we founder in a sea of information that can overpower human sensibilities and derail 

best intentions. 

For those pioneers who came to Surrey to inhabit and exploit the bounties of the 

perceived wilderness, historical narratives suggest there was a belief and hope for a new 

future that was possible with hard work and determination. Some version of that future is 

now here and quietly slips to the past leaving imprints of nostalgic and historical patterns 

of thinking of even one generation ago that no longer apply. Consequently there is little 

doubt that those who are authors of the new City of Surrey share the ethos of those 
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early dreamers and are deeply committed to establishing some new vision of Place to 

inspire and manage the next manifestation of a growing region.  

In as much as these photographs have caught a glimpse of Surrey, they can only 

record a shadow what may no longer exist, so we can say the appearances of reality 

and as a freeze frame, are fragmented and transitory. These photos also become a relic 

of an instant of time, but as memory they fade on a scale of importance. An objective, 

tangible ‘sense of Place’ is perhaps a mirage yet somehow remains persistent in 

emotional desire best described as hope. The confidence we strive for is only a notion 

predicated on memory and dreams, without which is an abyss of unfathomable 

consequence. I recall learning how my grandfather years ago decided to burn all the 

family photographs that recorded their early life in Sweden and subsequent immigrant 

life in America. Family lore maintained this rash act was his way of cutting all ties to an 

unhappy time so as to embrace a new beginning. It may also have been due to 

granddad’s own spiritual crisis and deepest fears alluded to the ‘graven image’ of biblical 

lore. He died shortly thereafter, his many children and grandchildren scattered around 

the world neither communicate nor congregate, as unspoken questions remain to 

wander through generations of memory.  
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Finally what remains are lingering phantoms in an old shoebox that someone in 

our future might find entertaining, as we conjure mental images of our Place to compare 

with its photographic record and the built world. Perhaps these are the good old days of 

tomorrow.  

However, I have attempted to assemble an eclectic batch of images of Surrey 

that at least offers some kind of baseline for another generation of photographers to 

consider, with an open invitation to add to an archive of what is Becoming Surrey. As 

Jim stated earlier, Surrey will ‘look like hell’ for a while until its full vision is realized, but 

no matter what transpires in the future, we must savour, absorb, accept or attempt to 

transform what exists at this time in history in order to make a better Place. The fact that 

Surrey contains inspiring new developments as well as rough and troubled 

neighbourhoods should not be an embarrassment, but represents a Place that a great 

diversity of citizens would like to call home. If nothing else, responsible and 

compassionate public policy should enable individuals, rich and poor to make their Place 

in Surrey. Such a task would certainly challenge the balance of power, budget and 

philosophies of engagement for both government and body politic, but somehow the 

public good must be served by creating a dynamic mutual conversation that avoids 

politicization and bureaucratic obfuscation. 

What makes Surrey different from everywhere else is evident in the South Asian 

community that constitutes about one third of the municipal population, the remainder 

spread amongst a dozen other large identifiable groups, with many other smaller ethnic 

peoples with national diversity.33 The Sikh festivities amply demonstrated by far the 

largest single expression of culture and community as an outgrowth of their Khalsa, 

which serves as a community forum with religious centres historically engaged in 

preserving identity and affirmation for stages of life with both ceremonial and social 

engagement centred around common spiritual values. Their economic impact in 

business, transportation, agriculture, construction and service industries are significant, 

but to what degree their influence unfolds in the political sphere would constitute a whole 

other study. However, what can be said is how many South Asians have embraced 
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Surrey as their Place and are invested with body, mind and spirit in building a society 

that comprises some consensus or ‘dream’ common to a vast majority of their 

community. A cohesive culture serves to overcome negative effects of modernity by 

systematically preserving commonality of heritage and relationships as a buffer that 

allows sober reflection and stability. That said, strict cultural definitions could also be 

problematic when confronted with complex dynamics of our pluralistic society and 

conflicting social values. Where Rousseau expressed his fears of the destructive 

qualities implicit in the confines of cultural beliefs,34 another extreme may be equally 

problematic in our interconnected world with too much information without context or 

experience as mediator to temper anxieties or simplistic conclusions. It was a profound 

irony that the authors of the French Revolution embraced the noble ideals of Rousseau, 

an event that did not end well but demonstrated the fragility of ideas and brutality of 

ideological power. It is no surprise that leaders find comfort in political strategies that 

purport to address every eventuality with lip service yet all the while limiting opposition, 

making such terms as ‘democracy’ a mere shadow of its definition.  

Both Walter and Mumford’s conclusions are similar regarding 'solutions' to this 

conundrum of circumstance that requires humankind to somehow 'make a home in a 

deeper self'35 or 'rebuild the self'36 and reaffirm thinking and caring in order to survive the 

forces of fragmentation and depersonalization perpetuated by modernity that undermine 

both topistic and architectural notions of Place. Berman’s notion of modernity reflects 

such events as cyclical dynamics of societal change that he extracts from Marx’s 

‘dialectical materialism’; thesis, antithesis, synthesis.37 Current expressions of identity 

and culture through pop music for example, are emotional statements that articulate a 

‘zeitgeist’ of human consciousness and alienation that leap back to the literary raging of 

Dostoevsky’s Underground Man and offer a catharsis with broad appeal. Yet it is the 

systematic assembly of insight, experience and observation through history that provides 

gravity to the theories of our Place in the Invisible City. So it is a frame of ‘reason and 

passion’ that echo distant voices of ancient Greek philosophers. 
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Mumford makes mentioned of Ralph Waldo Emerson's observations in the 

nineteenth century how technology has distorted our civilization and ideas, a remarkable 

notion for that era of telegraph and railroads. Mumford elaborated this theme to show 

how the city serves as focal point of potential change for the human species. Like the 

brain and nervous system, the city is connected to everything in the region by a grid of 

information corridors such as roads, rail, telephone, Internet etc. and a city centre is the 

nexus of this mapping of connections of human potential that exists throughout the rest 

of the region and thus embodies and modulates expressions of culture and identity.38  

Calvino conflates this notion of mapping of a built city into an atlas of the Invisible 

City, rich in human drama, history and dreams all of which add depth and mutual 

imminence to the colonial imprint of cartographic order. 

E.V. Walter introduced the concept of 'topomorphic revolution' where he clearly 

articulated how extreme diversity of populations and fragmented neighbourhoods due to 

urban redevelopments undermine any sense of community and become wastelands of 

isolation and suspicion where chaos fills the void.39 There may be diversity in the 

community but not cohesion, a term from chemistry that refers to the mutual attraction of 

similar molecules. Unlike Walter’s case studies, Surrey is not a slum like those of 

Manchester which were a product of socially destructive aspects of the Industrial 

Revolution, but rather a modern growing suburb imbued with a range of complexities, 

burdens, vitality and potential still to be fully realized. Perhaps such an environment 

constitutes elements of a new kind of slum within a frame of modernity that implies a 

more gentrified habitation yet still plagued with unresolvable societal ills that continue to 

sideline those in the margins to a phantom world of survival and distress. As the built city 

retains 'memory' through its architectural traditions, so could destruction and renewal of 

a city fracture the memory of its own origins. Structures and objects that comprise the 

physical memory of what has been permeates an emotional atlas of human existence 

that surrounds the objects with its aura of human experiences... work, play, life, death, 

art, exile, sanctuary...these elusive but universal human preoccupations are fragile wisps 

of consciousness that hover in the realm of dreams and nightmares and remain 
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embedded in tribal lore and cultural memory. The built world is a womb for all these 

manifestations.  

As the suburban sprawl of Surrey becomes transformed into a more formally 

dense and vertical urban configuration, what occurs is the massing together of 

fragments of an eclectic population with little in common but consumerism without 

connections of similar social status, culture, language or history that implies a 

fundamental disconnect from presumed social identity. In fact, the dissonance felt in the 

urbanized human landscape may well be a 'wicked problem', one that has no solution, 

just further permutations and patterns resulting from limitless variables and imposed 

well-intentioned structures that try to cope with growing populations. The combined 

effects of political culture and dynamics of modernity to homogenize society for more 

efficient management may well inspire resistance, civil disobedience or mental health 

issues perhaps more readily than compliance and creativity. On an individualistic level 

one can choose to ignore the world and invent one’s own personal invisible city in 

desperation, relying upon hope, faith or divine providence to preserve the illusions of 

choice without responsibility to our Place; or perhaps just disappear entirely into a fog of 

moral relativism implicit in post-modern theory where we must continually adjust our own 

mental/emotional faculties to meet the demands of a world undergoing exponential 

change. 

I am reminded of Jane Jacobs comments that consider how 'cities are a process', 

in which there is no finality to shape or form.40 Thus Surrey remains an 'Invisible City' in 

a long historical progression of Invisible Cities populated by social animals that imagine 

reality by consensus, use intangible economics to measure theoretical productivity in an 

information-based society, while fragmented into abstracted sub-cultures ruled by social 

constructs, natural laws of biology, human habitual behaviour and entropy. Yet, this 

etherealized social species has managed to become the dominant creature that survives 

within a thin envelope of fecund ecology on the only habitable planet in the known 

universe and no doubt will continue to consume, expand, build and dominate the 

landscape until it will hold no more. Amidst the multiplicity of human potential for survival 
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I recall reading how the discoveries of Copernicus in the sixteenth century fundamentally 

changed perceptions regarding the nature of the cosmos, yet somehow our species still 

behaves like it still exists at the centre of the universe. The so-called success of our 

species in this mode of thinking could in fact be its ultimate failure. 

The above authors penned their sensibilities over thirty years ago and could 

never have anticipated all that we have learned since then. Probably the most notable 

realization is the cumulative impact of human habitation upon the biosphere. Award 

winning scientist and author Bill Reese coined the term ‘ecological footprint’41 to 

describe the impacts of how pressures of expanding populations with consumption of 

finite resources far exceed the carrying capacity of our planet to support the qualities of 

life promoted by the dream merchants. The idea of survival of our species through 

‘sustainability’ is fraught with ambiguity that implies we must first preserve our current 

standard of living, where economic growth equates to bigger while development implies 

better... a situation that demands an unpopular sacrifice by those who are addicted to an 

expanding culture of more. The social, political and economic impacts of these dynamics 

are profound. 

The political vision of ‘The Future Lives Here’ is an open Pandora’s Box of 

possibilities with both local and global implication. The enormous growth and 

development of Surrey over the last hundred and fifty years should be acknowledged for 

its qualities, limitations and potential. But as a laboratory for modernity, Surrey embodies 

elements that portend qualities of life in the Invisible City that deserve further 

investigation and envisioning. It is the creativity of our species that separates us from the 

rest of the animal kingdom. In as much as we have precipitated many of our own 

problems and inherited the fates and phantoms of our past, so we must imagine our way 

to a better place using this last and only tool in our toolbox that might attempt to mitigate 

whatever ill effects the future has in store. Our salvation may be our ability to take over 

the city with our collective imagination otherwise it will remain only a public space 

without a public life.42 Assuming that there exists enough time, willpower and resources, 

there is always a chance to get it right. On a mythic level, the fate of our future is 
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destined to undergo the conflict between the ethereal and material on the stage of an 

Eternal Invisible City, where life as we know it will certainly unfold differently, but not 

necessarily better. Such a conclusion could well be an echo of Cassandra's voice, 

shouting out her vision of the future, yet knowing no one will believe her premonition. 

But then again, Surrey is not beyond Hope, which is a two hour drive in light 

traffic east toward the rising sun, beyond which is a quasi-mythical undeveloped 

landscape of forests and rivers where yet another future awaits its dreamer. 

Alternatively, if one were to observe Surrey from the standpoint of Hope, the picture 

would be quite different, as the sun would be setting over the very visible growing 

landscape of concrete and steel, a Place well beyond Hope where the Future Lives Here 

in The Invisible City.  
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“Memory’s images, once they are fixed in words, are erased...” 

      (Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino) 
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Appendix A.  
 
Maps 

Figure A1. Surrey Urban and Rural Zones 
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Figure A2. Surrey Communities 
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Figure A3.  Surrey Exploration Pattern 
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Appendix B.  
 
Photographic Ensembles 

The following ‘ensembles’ with images that are intended to be ‘read’ by their 

association, composition, theme, tonalities and texture. There is an intention of cinematic 

‘montage’ where one may single out an image and then transfer ones attention to other 

images not necessarily contiguous but contrasting in structure, tone or theme in order to 

extend the relationship by infusing details into the mind of the viewer that eventually 

serves to animate the broad meta-narrative of Becoming Surrey. 

In Chapter 1 for example, photographs are presented in order to offer tangential 

narrative possibilities: The centre top and bottom images are fabricated to dramatize 

considerations for abstract ideas regarding perceptions of past and future. The top left 

totem image informs our efforts to canonize our colonial past and patriarchy. The top 

right image of a natural forest embodies compositional elements of left image and 

implies the creative origin of the monumental wood carved totem traditions of the 

Aboriginal Northwest Coast peoples. The centre left and right images from China are 

self-referenced experiential artefacts that refer to traditions of ideology and authority on 

a human scale imbedded in modernity. The bottom left and right images explore the 

continuous present: telephone poles manufactured from trees and growing buildings of 

Surrey manifest above the distant tree line; on the right, an endless toll highway offers a 

choice of directions to either Surrey or Hope. 

As for the other chapters, they are left for the reader to decode and extract 

insights into an experience of Surrey without the mediation or didactic intervention of 

words. 
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